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We welcome new members:
Jackie and Richard Holland from Maldon.
Dave & Nicki Iszard from Wickham Bishops.
Shane Jones, Cathy and Heidi Withnell from Tiptree.
D Mann from Ingatestone.
Gillian Parker from Chelmsford.
Brian Roscoe from Chelmsford.
David Williams from Maldon.
Robin Winder from Rayleigh.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We welcome members’ photos, articles and other contributions to Coates’
Cuttings. Please e-mail them to nl@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk or post them
to Windmill Pasture, Little Waltham Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 7TG.
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Editor’s column.
Since the last issue of Coates’ Cuttings, it may
seem as if the editorial team (your trustees)
have been quiet, but you may be assured that
there has been considerable activity stretching
and challenging our small team! There have been displays, new events
and even the formation of a brand new organisation, The Chelmsford
Rivers and Canal Link group, to champion the future best use of
Chelmsford’s waterways. At times this has been seemingly in the teeth
of strong opposition from some of our elected representatives, and
mixed coverage in the local media! It seems tragic that things seem to
have deteriorated so far from the peak in 2003 when the Council
received the British Urban Regeneration Association national
‘Waterways Renaissance’ award for their achievements. Today we are
seeing the landing stages being fenced off in the city, effectively
preventing their use by the boats which can get into the city, all justified
by some misguided notion of “health and safety”!

Before and After – Do we really have to fence off the water?
If you fell in now, how would you get out again?
On a lighter note, in addition to articles about our recent campaigning,
you can also read of our purely social barbecue at Rushes Lock, all
designed to encourage boaters and walkers to the more remote but
beautiful parts of the Navigation, and our evening talk by David
Williams exploring the role of the river in providing our drinking water.
There is also a TV review. The canals have featured a lot on national
TV in recent months, and Canals, The Making of a Nation made
particularly compelling viewing.
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Campaign to Construct the Chelmsford Cut

Photo by Paul McLean

Over 100 people attended the Essex Record Office event
The campaign to connect the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation to
the River Chelmer in Springfield has been a long term aim of
Chelmer Canal Trust. Now that the developers of the Wharf Road
site have published their latest plans, the subject has assumed centre
stage.
Last April the Essex Chronicle, prompted by ourselves, published on
their front page a mock-up of how the city would be enhanced by
allowing pleasure boats to reach the city centre. The general tone of
the article was a positive one and it gave us greater incentive to
promote the case. One outcome was the formation of an action group
consisting of partnership groups with similar aims: the Chelmer
Canal Trust, the Chelmsford Civic Society, the Inland Waterways
Association and Essex Waterways Ltd. It was decided to publicise
the project by holding an event at the Essex Record Office (the
proposed Cut would be made along the western edge of this
building). Gordon Willey, of The Bedfordshire and Milton Keynes
Trust, was invited to give the keynote address in the light of his
extensive experience in promoting a similar cut (canal) between
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those two towns and the subsequent joining of the river Ouse to the
Grand Union Canal. It was hoped that Chelmsford’s councillors
particularly would come and be impressed by what local partnerships
could achieve.
The Bedfordshire scheme was estimated as a 200 million pound
project. The achievement to date, by working with all the local
authorities, businesses and landowners was to secure agreement for
the route. Major engineering challenges were identified. Railways
and motorways had to be negotiated. The whole idea had to be sold
locally and he presented an impressive list of participating
organisations especially the politicians.
One questioner asked what Gordon Willey thought was the key
elements of a successful outcome. He stated that to succeed you first
of all need the agreement of the land owners; next, access to a good
legal team; you also need a design that is going to look attractive;
you must keep the local authority informed and on your side; you
will need a labour force of contractors and volunteers, adequate
finance, you must confront safety issues and plan for sustainability.
The Chelmsford Cut Campaign appeared somewhat insignificant
compared with this grandiose scheme.
William Marriage, leader of our campaign, illustrated the proposed
route between the town’s rivers and said how much its creation
would benefit the city’s landscape. He was well served by displays
he had made previously at various presentations around the city. He
mentioned that in his discussions with Taylor Wimpey, they had
indicated that the proposal fitted their planning brief.
Since the meeting at the Essex Record Office, some unfavourable
comments were published in the report by the Essex Chronicle. One
headline read: “Council boss claims that new canal vision is simply
impractical” and our mock-up of the cut with bridge, water and boat
alongside the Record Office carried the caption:” Dream On”.
The leader of Chelmsford City Council, Roy Whitehead, invited
considerable criticism by declaring that: “I have no intention
whatsoever of allowing these plans to go forward”. The joint
chairmen of the Chelmer Canal Trust and Essex Waterways were
quoted as saying that with the will of the Council, the finance, and
with the support of the National Grid and Taylor Wimpey, the
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project is highly feasible, as it is not a large engineering job to build
a 165yd cut.
Subsequent fallout from the dispute and assertions appeared in the
next edition of the Essex Chronicle, which this time reported the
events in a more encouraging light.
One correspondent drew attention to the fact that the Council’s latest
newsletter,” City Life”, showed an artist’s impression of the new
waterside development with a canal boat in it. Another accused the
council leader’s comments as bordering on arrogance and questioned
the logic of conducting a formal public consultation on the scheme if
he had already decided on the outcome of the exercise.
After hearing how BMKW had won approval for a new canal route
between Milton Keynes and Bedford, involving the construction of
36 locks and the crossing of main roads and railways, Roy
Whitehead’s assertion that digging a 165yd long canal cut beside the
Essex Record Office was too expensive sounded rather weak. He
also drew on the presence of two gas mains that would have to be
diverted to support his objections.
Should the council stick to its present position, it stands to be
accused of preferring short term financial profit to providing an
amenity that the whole of Chelmsford can enjoy. The debate
continues.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A damp day, but enthusiasm resilient!
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Celebrating Chelmsford’s Rivers

Dragon boats by The Meadows enjoy a brief respite from the July rain

The gods of ironic weather must have had a good laugh at our
expense at the rivers celebration day in July last year. After the
outrageous good luck in the shape of unseasonable autumn warmth
which blessed us for the October 2014 event, we vowed not to tempt
providence again! So on the wettest coldest July Sunday any of us
could remember, we joined various other river-centric groups to set
up our display tent in Backnang Square.
In spite of the objectionable conditions, we somehow still managed
to attract a very respectable number of supportive visitors to see our
display, some of whom even signed up as new members of the Trust!
The River Celebration will once again tag onto the Charity Dragon
Boat racing on June 26th. (a date for your diary!) We won’t promise
anything about the weather, but we hope to see you there regardless!
William Marriage.
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Barbecue at Rushes Lock in June.

Rushes Lock has always been a favourite choice of barbecue sites for
the Trust. It is half way between Paper Mill Lock and Hoe Mill, ideal
for boaters from both. We always hope to encourage a leisurely
cruise down or up to Rushes Lock. Another reason is that solitude
can be ensured - you feel that you are miles from anywhere and can
enjoy the extensive views across the flood plain meadows to the
Little Baddow hills. The lock side is served by the old towing path
which now is popular with walkers and cyclists. We had a lot of
these unexpected visitors passing through together with a number of
canoeing groups. Needless to say that the passing company added
interest to the day.
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Most of the motor boats
and cruisers had come to
join the barbecue: they
were well rewarded with a
roaring charcoal fire under
a large tent. Trust members
had
transported
these
essentials
along
with
copious provisions in the
workboat stationed at Hoe
Mill.
Most
of
the
barbecue’s organisers had travelled in the boat and they soon had
things up and running, a sign that they had carried out similar
manoeuvres many times before.
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The event was blessed with radiant sunshine. A few glasses of
Sauvignon ensured that the conversations flowed in relaxing
surroundings which was, of course, the main aim of the day. For
some members it was an ideal chance to meet the Trust’s leaders in
an informal environment. They all said how much they enjoyed this
opportunity. It is to be hoped that the event will help to publicise and
encourage support for our activities and meetings throughout the
year.
Dudley Courtman.
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Drinking Water and the Role of the Rivers Chelmer
and Blackwater,
Talk by David Williams.

David Williams, a local Essex man, spent a lifetime working to
ensure that clean drinking water was delivered to Essex homes.
He rose through the ranks of the Southend, Essex and Suffolk
water companies to become their chief scientist at Langford
Water Works and at their new headquarters on Hanningfield
Reservoir. He told us about the changes that had taken place
during his forty years of service, firstly explaining what he had
inherited from the past.
In the 18th century most people lived and worked in the countryside.
Water was not treated. It occurred naturally and was sought out by
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individual families living in hamlets and villages. All made use of
local wells and springs. In some cases they were helped by the
construction of wooded pipes which would mean less heavy carrying
in buckets. The main water users at this time were farmers who had
to water their animals. Nobody was bothered about the source of the
water as long as it looked clean and tasted good. Ponds were created
on farms using the runoff from buildings. There were no reported
illness epidemics caused by polluted water but there were some
recorded typhoid deaths.
So as to dispel the mystery of where clean water came from, David
showed how the surface layers of gravels overlaid London Clay and
chalk which ensured that rainfall was conserved naturally
underground. In some places where the gravels were close to the
surface natural springs occurred. In others shallow wells had to be
dug, and eventually, when demand rose, deeper wells and bore holes
were needed. This system served the population well but only until
the discovery of the properties of coal and the resultant
industrialisation of the country in the mid 19th century. Steam
engines and railways created great technical and social change – the
country dwellers moved into towns to work in the new factories.
Steam power and the manufacture of iron pipes and tanks made it
possible not only to link up the natural springs with the centres of
population, but also to pump large volumes of water from A to B.
Initially this facility meant that water could be pumped uphill to large
tower reservoirs like those at Galleywood and Admirals Park in
Chelmsford. More modest pumps were used by farmers to pump
borehole water to raised water tanks which acted as elevated
reservoirs. With an abundance of potential energy raised aloft, Essex
towns were able to deliver water to individual homes via a network
of smaller water mains. Water on tap was a major advance.
The inhabitants of Maldon achieved world renown in dental circles
by inadvertently discovering the beneficial effects of fluoride in their
water. Evidently the particular mixture of sand and other deposits in
the boreholes used for their water caused their teeth to be indelibly
stained (an ex Maldon school teacher in the audience said that the
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girls used to be very upset by this. There was a bright side however
as the chemical involved, fluoride, made their teeth super strong and
prevented early decay)
As often happens with water resources nature had yet to play its part.
The underground supplies could not meet the increased demand of
the growing population: the wells, boreholes and springs started to
dry up. The industries around Chelmsford, Braintree, Maldon,
Southend and Colchester needed vast quantities of water. The
Southend Water Company’s response was to extract water from the
River Chelmer at Rushes lock (between Little Baddow and Ulting)
and from the River Blackwater at their site at Langford Mill, and to
pump it to Southend.

Rushes lock weir where the first extraction of water for
Southend began.
They constructed three huge steam engines on site to achieve this;
the tall chimney from the boiler house was a local landmark for
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many years. When eventually a new treatment works was built at
Langford the original pumping station was transformed into an
industrial museum, now known as The Museum of Power. The large
pipe overarching the river just below Sugar Bakers cottages below
Hoe Mill now carries the treated water to the new reservoir at
Hanningfield. (Another reservoir was also built at Abberton on the
outskirts of Colchester.) The overhead pipe crossing the navigation
just downstream of the Langford intake serves Southend.
In 1926 Chelmsford City Council responded to the increased demand
by taking over the old mill at Sandford and constructing a steam
engine pump and treatment plant alongside: on site settlement tanks
used lime as a purifier. In 1984 this plant also succumbed to the
efficiency of the modern works at Langford and it also became a
museum, this time highlighting Chelmsford’s manufacturing
heritage.

The overhead pipe crossing the Chelmer opposite Langford
Treatment works
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The intake from the river Chelmer for Langford Treatment
works
David’s main responsibility was to ensure that the final product after
all the collecting, treatment and pumping was fit to drink. His main
job was to monitor the concentrations of pesticides, poisons and
nitrates in the extracted river water. The quantities of these chemicals
would vary throughout the year and would be determined by weather
conditions, industrial and farming spillages and the seasons when
phosphates and nitrates were used. It was a case of constant
vigilance.
The presence of key marker micro-organisms in untreated water
would provide a good indication of its initial purity. The treatment
process would aim to eradicate all of these. However one water
invertebrate proved to be particularly troublesome as it proved
resistant to normal treatments and continued to reproduce, against the
normal laws of nature, in the water mains. Diligent research by
David finally identified it as a new species! The water company was
besieged by worried phone calls from its customers complaining
about creepy crawlies coming out of their taps! Eventually David
found the answer to the problem- use of the right chemical and the
right amount. In recognition of his achievement the Royal Society
named the new water creature after him.
Many questions followed the talk which showed how much interest
had been created. Some said that they would treat tap water with
greater respect now they knew how much trouble had been gone to
deliver it.
Dudley Courtman.
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“The Navigation Past, Present and Future”

We put on a display at the High Chelmer shopping centre in Chelmsford which
featured various photos from our collection.
The first display board had historic images showing the horse drawn barges
hauling timber and steel, and some photos of the motorised barges which took their
place. There were also images of barges used for pleasure trips, and a funeral party
from Heybridge Basin, unfortunately the roads were so poor, a barge had to be
used to transport the coffin and the funeral party!
A second board demonstrated how the navigation is currently being used by
boaters, fishermen, walkers etc. It also showed photos of some of the special,
scenic places along the navigation.
Our final board promoted the proposed
Chelmsford Cut, and presented the press attention that has supported it.

People visiting the display showed a lot of interest. They spent time examining the
aerial shots of Chelmsford trying to work out where they used to live. It was
wonderful seeing them look at the old photos, and recognise places from their
childhood. They enjoyed reminiscing about the barges and how things used to be.

Norma Mills.
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BBC4 recently showed a
series of programmes
featuring different aspects of
our waterways, explaining
how they were built, what
they were used for, and who
lived and worked on them.
An excellent mixture of old
photographs, modern film
footage and interviews with
various historians brought
the facts and stories to life.
The first programme was about engineering, and described how a need to produce
a better way of transporting goods and fuel inspired the building of canals. The
early engineers used a simple method of following the contours of the land to
remain on level ground and avoid the challenges that taking a different route would
bring. As advances were made more complicated routes were tackled by building
locks or tunnels, and aqueducts were built to cross any rivers that were in the way.
Later engineers such as Thomas Telford, took advantage of the progress that had
been made in engineering, by planning and building straighter canals using the soil
from cuttings to make huge embankments across valleys.
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation: The Navigation was one of the later canals to
be built in 1793. In our neighbouring county Suffolk the Stour Navigation was
made using the course of the River Stour on Essex’s northern boundary. They were
a hundred years ahead of us and the engineering works was more primitive. Both
navigations used the courses of natural rivers with locks to maintain a head of
water for boats. The Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation chose to dig several long
cuts across bends, and around town boundaries and mill sites.
The second programme was about Geology. It explained that because the science
of Geology was in its infancy, the early canal builders had very little idea of what
was under the surface of the ground, and this had a huge impact on the building of
canals. The construction teams frequently hit problems, such as natural springs,
hitting hard rock which needed blasting and having to dig tunnels through solid
rock when they thought they were going through earth. This caused enormous
delays and sometime expensive solutions were needed. William Smith, a surveyor,
realised during canal building work that there was a sequence, or “order” to the
strata and developed a way to show how the layer of rocks occurred, which was
known as the “Geological Table”. During his working life he amassed a huge
amount of information and used it to create the first geological map of England and
Wales, the so-called 'map that changed the world'.
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation: There was no surface rock on the flood plain.
The strata consisted of alluvium, sands and gravels and clay. The only problem
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encountered was retaining the water levels when the gravels and sands were
present. This had to be solved by puddling local clay in the bottom and sides of the
affected cuts.
The third programme covered Capitalism, and it described how Canal Mania, a
period of intense canal building, and the speculative frenzy that accompanied it,
gripped the nation. Canal building encouraged capitalism because people saw it as
a way of owning a piece of canal, and more importantly making money! The big
profits made by early canal owners persuaded people that it was worth investing in
this new type of transport system.
The programme explained the huge interest the Grand Junction Canal created when
it was being planned and built. This was to be the new route between London and
the Midlands. It would be shorter, more reliable, and would slash 60 miles off the
existing route offered by the Oxford Canal. Canal Mania was at its height at this
time, and people were not only investing, but speculating, which meant buying up
shares, then selling them on almost immediately for a profit. In fact subscribers
pledged money to build the Grand Junction Canal, but even before digging had
started, or before approval from Parliament had been passed, the shares had
quadrupled in value!
Some people made fortunes, but sadly others lost everything as not all canals were
successful or profitable, and some were never even built!
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation: Canal mania certainly spread to Chelmsford
when the shares were sold in the Black Boy inn. Buyers came from all over the
country- there was a large contingent from Leicestershire. The Chelmsford
Chronicle reported that all the town's inns were full to capacity. The building of the
Grand Junction Canal from London to Birmingham was about to start at the same
time, which added to the general excitement and interest.
The fourth programme focussed on the workers – the Navvies! It described how
hard their lives were, where they lived, and their reputations.
The canals had to be dug out by hand, and the only tools available were picks,
shovels and wheelbarrows! It needed tough men to do this kind of work, and often
large gangs of them moved around the countryside. They were rough and noisy,
and often frightened people living in quiet villages. Because they were building
waterways for boats to navigate, these men came to be called navigators, hence the
present day word navvy.
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation: The navvies working on the Chelmer and
Blackwater Navigation were mostly from Suffolk where they had just finished
building the Stowmarket to Ipswich Navigation. The work there had been overseen
by John Rennie, a celebrated national canal builder and his chief engineer Richard
Coates, a Yorkshireman. Both of them transferred their attention to the proposed
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation. Although the navvies earned a reputation for
causing disturbances among the local population only a few were recorded in our
court records. The navvies’ presence is commemorated in the naming of
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Navigation Road in Springfield and in local surnames- the proliferation of Clarks
and Woodcrafts still living in Heybridge Basin are their descendants.
The programme also showed a different side to the navvy, and explained how they
developed an interesting fashion of their own! It was fascinating to hear about
some of the popular clothing they wore. Their favourite colours were mustard
yellows, periwinkle blues and wine reds. They wore velvety moleskin breeches,
scarlet waistcoats, canvas shirts, white spotted neckerchiefs, and felt hats! They
had a unique style!
The fifth programme was about the boat people, the people who operated the canal
boats, carrying fuel and goods around the country. Entire families lived and
worked on the boats, and even their young children had to help too. It showed
family life, their living conditions, and how hard it was back in the 1800’s! It
explained how children missed out on an education, and worked in dangerous
situations. Although laws had been passed to prevent this, sadly they didn’t cover
the “boating community’s children”! A social reformer named George Smith
realised this, and campaigned to get new laws put in place. A nurse, Sister Mary
Ward, dedicated her life to helping the boating community, and in 1951 she was
awarded the British Empire Medal in recognition of her work.
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation: There are no records of families living on
boats on the Chelmer and Blackwater, and no narrow boats! Anyway our locks
were made 17 feet wide so larger shallow draught barges could be used. Most
journeys were completed in a day. Bargees would operate from Chelmsford and
Heybridge and would exchange boats laden and empty. A bothy (bunk house) and
stables was built halfway at Paper Mill lock. Both buildings survive, one as an
office, the other as a tea room.
The final programme in the series covered heritage, and the legacy that the canal
system has left behind. It explained that by the 1940’s many of the canals were
abandoned, and full of rubbish, so their future was uncertain, and that in 1946 Tom
Rolt and other volunteers, who wanted to save the canals, founded the Inland
Waterways Association. This organisation and other groups campaigned, and
eventually convinced the authorities what an asset the waterways could be. By the
1960’s and 70’s the restored canals were almost exclusively used by pleasure
boaters, who travelled along some of the most beautiful countryside in Britain, and
visited incredible locations such as the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct, in North East
Wales.
The programme also showed us that the restoration of the canals has been a
catalyst for regeneration, and some of the most dramatic changes happened in
cities and towns. Places like London and Birmingham have been transformed.
Where derelict canals once were, stunning canal side apartments and office
developments line the waterways, new businesses such as bars and restaurants have
sprung up, creating employment and attracting visitors. Yet canals can also provide
a relaxing environment to escape the hustle and bustle of urban life, and people
don’t have to have a boat to appreciate it, cycling, walking and fishing are just
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some of the many other ways available. By enhancing the environment our
wildlife has benefitted too, they are able to use the natural corridors that the
waterways create.
All over the country people are thinking of imaginative ways to promote our
waterways, the sculptor Sir Antony Gormley has recently unveiled his latest work
on a Warwickshire canal, parts of the Manchester Ship Canal are being used for
triathlons, and in Scotland you will find the magnificent horse sculptures, known as
the Kelpies by the Forth and Clyde Canal.
There are numerous benefits from our canals, economic, environmental, health and
wellbeing are ones that have been proven, but more importantly, we need to
preserve our industrial heritage for future generations to see.
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation: With regard to the heritage aspects
bequeathed by the Navigation we have the original 18th Century infrastructure, the
locks and bridges, and a delightful highly prized scenic route through the heart of
our county. The towpath once the domain of shire horses has been taken over by
walkers, fishermen and picnickers. We were lucky that the navigation did not fall
into disrepair, because the company which built it in 1793 was still trading up to
ten years ago. Now its management has been taken over by the Inland Waterways
Association and the Navigation is thriving. It offers a great service to the local
community for recreation and leisure.
At the end of the series presenter Liz McIvor had one more thing to say;
“The canals are the creations that keep on giving, more than 200 years after they
were first built, and that begs one last question!
Shouldn’t we be building some more? I’m sure we can find room somewhere!
And after all we know they’re built to last!”.

Norma Mills and Dudley Courtman.
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Dates for 2016 for Chelmer Canal Trust Events
24th May
(Tuesday)

Chelmer Canal Trust Talk - Salmon and trout in
the canal, local rivers and the estuary.
An illustrated talk by Ben Norrington, the Environment
Agency's Fisheries Officer.

10th July
(Sunday)

Boaters' Barbecue at Rushes Lock
The Chelmer Canal Trust is welcoming you to join a BBQ
to be held between 12 and 3pm at Rushes Lock. You can
access Rushes Lock by boat, or, you can walk along the
towpath from either Paper Mill Lock or Hoe Mill Lock.
We can offer the use of a few barbecues but you will need
to bring your own provisions.

20th Sept
(Tuesday)

Chelmer Canal Trust AGM and Evening Talk
Essex Living Landscapes and Barn Owls
An illustrated talk by Emma Ormond from the Essex
Wildlife Trust on landscape scale conservation, and the
Essex Barn Owl Project.
7.30 for 8pm at Moulsham Mill, Parkway, Chelmsford.
CM2 7PX.

8th Nov
(Tuesday)

Chelmer Canal Trust Talk
Thames Sailing Barge Trust
A talk by John Rayment on Thames Sailing Barges.
7.30 for 8pm at Moulsham Mill, Parkway, Chelmsford.
CM2 7PX.

Don’t forget our monthly work parties. Details on our website at:
http://www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk/cct_workparty.htm.

─────────────────────────
Would you like to help us run the Trust?
We are always looking for people to help with the running of the Trust,
from running events to fundraising, or would you be interested in
organising publicity? If you would like to find out more please register
your interest by emailing enquiries@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk.
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In Pictures: Swans at Langford
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─────────────────────────
Some useful phone numbers:
Essex Waterways Ltd - 01494 783453
(Operating the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation)
General Manager – 07966 375351
Moorings Manager – 07910 558465
Grant Everiss, Heybridge Basin – 07712 079764
Ron and Judith, Blackwater Boat Trips — 01206-853282
Heybridge Boat Trips — 07835 657462
Paper Mill Lock, Tea Room and Boat Trips — 01245 225520
Environment Agency —

General Enquiries: 03708 506 506 (Mon-Fri 8-6)
Incident hotline: 0800 807060 (Freephone* 24 Hour)

No articles may be copied or reprinted without the Editors consent. The Chelmer Canal Trust may not
agree with opinions expressed in this newsletter. Nothing printed may be construed as policy or an
official announcement unless stated otherwise and no liability can be accepted for any matter in the
newsletter.

www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
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